
On a single well with two 12-hour shifts, a number of contributors – 
drillers, assistant drillers, tool pushers, company men – can affect 
drilling. Different contributors make it harder to achieve drilling 
consistency and repeatability between shifts, making consistency 
between wells nearly impossible. Relying on the skill and experience 
of individual drillers makes the process prone to human error. 
Data from rig control networks shows that drillers can be highly 
inconsistent in the timing, depth, and speed at which a drill bit 
engages formations. Inconsistencies in tagging bottom and poor 
off-bottom parameter control can increase downhole vibration and 
drilling dysfunction.

NOVOS manages the drilling process with consistency and 
repeatability that human drillers simply cannot match. Downhole and 
surface tool life is greatly increased when this platform consistently 
carries out a drilling process designed to mitigate vibration and 
tool damage, creating substantial value for both contractors and 
operators.  Once the most efficient drilling process is defined, it is 
easy to configure within NOVOS. This results in zero loss of knowledge 
transfer because repetitive tasks are handled automatically, allowing 
the driller to act as the process manager. 

Today’s drilling environment demands faster, safer and more 
cost-effective drilling. Because operators require optimized and 
data-driven well creation, drilling contractors must seek new 
ways to keep their rigs competitive. 

NOVOS™ is a Process Automation Platform that manages rig 
equipment to execute slips-to-slips drilling, much as the driller 
does today. The driller oversees the process and can easily 
take control when needed. Using an imported well program 
that describes the desired drilling parameter ranges, NOVOS 
performs planned operations unless human input is required 
or desired depth is reached. Process automation allows 
contractors to meet new operator requests – a big step toward 
the rig of the future.

To enhance overall well savings, operators use third-party 
optimization services for closing the overall drilling control loop 
with measured or modeled downhole data. Third parties are 
normally arranged by operators, so drilling contractors must 
find ways to safely and effectively manage many optimization 
services used on the rig. Third parties are often experts in 
downhole dynamics with little surface systems knowledge, 
potentially leaving drilling contractors in the unfavorable 
situation of giving control novices access to move equipment.

NOVOS enhances new and existing NOV control systems with 
safe, repeatable integration of optimization services. By limiting 
the knowledge transfer required for safe interaction, NOVOS 
provides a common interface to NOV’s land and offshore drilling 
systems. With predetermined limits and control functions, it 
allows drilling contractors to quickly integrate third parties with 
minimal risk to personnel and equipment.

A big step 
to the rig of 
the future 
An operating system that gives 
you the control to oversee well 
construction processes without 
demanding constant attention 
so you can focus on what is 
important. 

0
Zero switch-over cost 
between third parties

0
Zero knowledge transfer 

loss driller-to-driller

0
Zero operational variance

Applying automation to rig systems can be challenging because 
the potential risks and expense of adding equipment, maintaining 
drawings and training personnel can undermine its value. In existing 
rig systems, wholesale changes to the controls are a non-starter 
after the investment, developed experience and trust in the current 
system.

Instead of overhauling the rig’s control system, NOVOS extends 
the capabilities of the NOV system already installed on the rig. The 
original control system remains functional, and the driller can engage 
automation or control tools through the original system, leaving 
existing safety mechanisms and interlocks intact. A small hardware 
footprint minimizes installation complexity and enables NOVOS to be 
installed across a rig fleet easily and quickly. NOVOS can also manage 
equipment suites with a wide range of highly automated and more 
manual equipment functions.

The NOVOS platform is propelling the oil and gas industry into 
the future of automation to allow drilling contractors to be more 
competitive. As this capability unfolds, process automation will 
enable hands-free, consistent well manufacturing. 
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